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Abstract: In this paper a research has been presented into the stages of
development, the content and the function of the cult of St Petar of Korisa,
the only Serbian medieval hermit included among the saints. The creation of
cult writings (Service and Life) and the gradual shaping near Prizren of the
monastery of this titular saint have been simultaneously analyzed. The re-
sults have shown that, from the beginning ofthe 13th century to the middle of
the l-l", the formation ofhis cult went through several developmental stages
and in conformity with the supreme models of Byzantine hagiography. Dur-
ing the process, the original hermitage grew into an anchoretic community
which, in tum, grew into a lavra and, eventually, into a monastery of ceno-
bitic type. The cult ofSt Petar ofKorisa had been fostered in the monastery
until the end of the 17th century, when the devastating Ottoman raids urged
the translation of the saint's relics to the Monastery ofCrna Reka.
St Petar ofKorisa, the most distinguished Serbian hermit in the Middle
Ages, represents a phenomenon ofbroader significance. Petars saintly char-
acter, especially the ways in which it was displayed and the stages in the
development of his veneration are an invaluable contribution to the inte-
gral perception of the ascetic patterns and cult practices of the East Chris-
tian world. In Serbian historiography the study of this cult, continuously
pursued for more than a century, has taken various directions. As early as
the end of the last century, an important step was made in publishing the
Life and Service to Petar of Korisa - these compositions representing the
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chief, hagiological-liturgical foundation of his being revered as a saint.' At
about that time, writers of travel accounts and learned lovers of antiquity
first left records about the appearance and contents of the monastery of
Korisa, having thus preserved from oblivion some facts, lost today." In the
period up to the Second World War, these first incentives gave rise to sev-
eral valuable contributions, in which the cult and its importance were ap-
proached from different standpoints, but primarily from the historical one.'
This rendered possible the appearance ofthe first monograph about St Petar
ofKorisa and his monastery at the close of this epoch, which in itself repre-
sented the first attempt at an all-inclusive approach to this issue." In the first
post-war decades, research took new, fresh courses. The fifties and sixties
saw the first methodologically founded, expertly conducted and meticu-
lous investigations of the shrine in Korisa. The knowledge about the archi-
tecture of the church and the monastic complex, and about the programme
and style of the surviving fresco-painting acquired at that time, has to the
present day remained an unavoidable starting point for researchers of dif-
ferent scholarly orientations." To these results we should also add exhaus-
1 C. HOBaKoBHh, Ilpu.iosu K uciuopuju «n.usceenociuu. )KHBOT cpncxor HcnOCHHKa
Ilerpa Kopmuxor, [JIaCHHK CY,I.l; XII (1871), pp.308-346; Id. Teooocuja .~tHUXO
Xunanoapua Iljeno 0 Ilell1py KOpUUlKOAt, Starine JAZU XIV (1884), pp.9-36.
2 A.<P.[HJIbcPepgUHf, DOCHua, repl1eZ08UH U Ciuapasi Ceptiusia, Cflerepoypr 1856,
pp.217-219; M.C.MHJIojeBnh, Ilyiuouuc oena iipaee (ciiuipe) Cp6uje, vol.III, Beorpan
1877, pp.154-155; H.C. HaCTpe60B, Cmapasi Ceptiusi U A.16aHua, CnoMeHHK CKA
XLI (1904), p.63.
3 The data about the monastery of St Petar of Korisa, preserved in medieval diplo-
matic material, have become available thanks to the capital work: C.HoBaKOBI1h,
30KOHCKU CUOAteHUl(U CpllCKUX opscaea cpeoteei eexa, Beograd 1926, pp. 388, 412,
421, 686, 688; see also A.COJIOBjeB, Ooatipanu ciiouenuuu CpUCK02 iipaea, Beorpan,
1912, p.126; Id. Iloa iipunoia iipoy-uieat«y J/.yzuaHoae opscaee. I. Iloeen.e t<apaD.YZUGHa
o ueiuoxuiu ca. Ileiiipa KOpUtUKOi, Fnocuu« CH,I.l; II (1927), pp.I-12. An important
contribution to the understanding of the more recent history of the monastery of
Korisa was written by Petar Kostic, the best connosseur ofPrizren and its environ-
ment of that time: Il. KOCTHh, Manaciuup ca. Mapxa C oooauusu: 0 uanaciiiupy IJpHOj
Peuu U0 Ileiupy KOpWUKOAt, Tonnum.nuaHnKOJIe Hynnha vol. XXX (1911), pp.209-
233; Id. llpxeeuu »cueoiii iipaeoc.uienux Cp60 y Ilpuspeuy U n.eioeoi OKO.1UHU,
Beorpan 1928, pp.118-120. The question of the authorship ofthe Life of and Service
to St Petar ofKorisa and the chronology of their appearance was discussed by Il.
KOCTlIh, Kaoje Teooocuie uucao scueoiuu c.:yJIC6y ca. IIeiiipaKOpWUKOi? EOrOCJIOBJbe,
year IX (1934), pp.371-382. On the place ofPetar of Korisa in the anchoritic tradi-
tion of Balkan lands, see II. Cnanxanenau, Jleieuoe 0 jYJICHoc.1OoeHcKuM
anaxopeiuuua, Tnacaux CH,I.l; I (1926), pp. 220-222, p.232.
4 M.EojqeBHh, Ceeiuu Ileiiutp KOPUlUKU U n.eioe .IWHGCtUUP, CKOnJbe 1940.
5 h. BOlliKOBHh - P. Jby6IIHKOBUh. !1CtlOCHUliG Ileiiipa KOpUlUKOi, apxuiuetciiiypa,
uciuopuja II scueoiiuc. Crapnaap. new series, vols.VII-VIII, pp. 91-110; BJ. 'Evpnh,
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tive interpretations of sources, which convey a more complete picture of
the status of the monastery and its estates, the lenghth of its existence and
the causes of its demise." Major breakthroughs have been made in the fields
of editing and translating, as well as in detailed research of the composi-
tions produced in the function of the cult of the hermit from Korisa.? These
Haiciiiapuju JlCIWOLf.UC UCllOCHW(f uyciuuuoscuiue. ba Ileiiipa KOPWUK02. 3PBl1 5
(1958), pp. 173-200. Special credit certainly goes to Olivera Markovic-Kandic,
who carried out extensive conservation - restoration works in 1962, O. MapKoBIIh.
Ociuauu uanaciuupa Ileiupa Kopuuucot . Crapane Kocona II Meroxnje IV-V, (1968-
1971), pp. 410-420; on the result of the archaeological excavations of the hermit-
age of Petar of Korisa, see A. JypIIIIUlh. Apxeo.1OUlKO-UCLf.UlUUaa l/Ku paooeu na
uciiocnuuu Ileiupa Kopuuucot , CTapIIHe Kocosa II Meroxnje IV-V, pp. 395-398; M.
I1BaHoBIIh, HeKo.1UKo cpeonoeexoenux CLf.O.1teHUKa Kopuuuce Tope KOO Ilpuspeua,
Crapnne Kocona II Meroxnje IV -V, pp.309-320; Id. Ceeiuu Ileiiiap KOpWUKU in:
3aoyJIC6uHe Kocoea, Ilpuspen - Beorpan 1987, pp. 17-19. As a rare well-investigated
monument of this kind, the monastery of St Petar of Korisa took an important place
in general surveys ofan choritic art in Serbia, see V. Korac, L 'architecture du monde
serbe, and V. J. Djuric, De la nature de I' ancienne peinture serbe in: Le aree
omogene della civilita rupestre nell'ambitio dell'Impero Bizantino: la Serbia,
Galatina 1979, p. 134, p.154; C.Ilonoauh, KPCIU y Kp)'2)'. Apxuiiietciiiypauanaciiiupa
y cpeou.oeexoenoi Cptiuju, Beorpan 1994, p.98. Many specific questions linked with
the architecture and painting of the hermitage in Korisa are still awaiting their re-
searchers. In recent years, such a contribution was given by H. AHTHn-KoMHeHoBHn,
Heotijae. »eue cPpecKc E020POOI[l/UH02 ocl71w-bcl71aa U3 upxee ca. Ileiiipa KOpWUK02.
36opHHKHapoUHor MY3eja XV-2 (1994), pp.33-36; see also E. TOUIIn. Oopa«K)I.?IUa
cael7102 IIel71pa KOPWUfC02 y y},iel71Hocl71u in: Manactuup llpua Pujexa u cael71u Ileiuap
KOpUlUKU.
6 Special contribution to these issues has been given on several occasions by P.
Karnh, Xu.1GHOapCKa uciuoxuja ceeiuoi Ileiiipa KOPWUfC02 KOO Tlpuspena, [JIaCHlfK
CI1U year LXIII, no.9 (1982), pp.217-233; Id. IIocl71aHaK UUpOUl.WCIUxu/wHoapcK02
ueiiioxa uanaciiiupa ca. Ileiupa KOpUlUK02, 3JIY, MaTHI~acpncxa 18 (1982), pp.133-
150; Jd. IIo~1tcHUK xu.ianoapctcoi ueiiioxa uanaciiiupo ca. Ileiiipa KOPUlUK02,
Apxeorparpcxn npIlJI03Il 1 (1982), pp.147-159; Id. Manaciiiup ca. Ileiiipa KOpWUK02
KOO IIpuspeua u ),3pOI(U u.eioee iipoiiaciuu, [naCHlIKCI111year LXIV, no. 10 (1983),
pp.189-205.
7 Translations of the Life: D,. EornaHOBIIn. )J(UlUUjC u ClOoaU3U upeLf.0006H02a oua
naiueia Ileiiipa y Kopuiuico] 20pUUCLf.OCHWW, Jlcronuc Marnne cpncxe vol. 406, no. 1
(1970), pp.69-90; Id. ed. )J(Uluuje ceeiuoia Ileiiipa KOPUlLtK02 in: Teooocuje, )J(llluuja,
Beorpan 1988, pp.209-229; see also the study of BJepoTIlh. )J(Uluuje Tleiiipa
KOPUll/K02 y ceeiu.iy oy6uHcKe iicuxo.ioiuje, Jleronnc Marnue cpncxe vol. 407, no. 4
(1971), pp.383-422. Translations of the Service: on. Tpnrpynosuh, C?)'JlC6a ceeiuou
Ileiiipy KOpUIUKOM, Cp6JbaK 1, Beorpan 1970, pp.467-507; D,. Bornaaoaah, C1yJIC6a
ceeiuoue IIel71py KOpWUKO,H in: Teonocnje, Cl)'JlC6c, KaHOHU UIloxeana, Beorpan 1988,
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efforts paved the way to important, more specific investigations pursued by
the younger generation of scholars in more recent times. 8 We should finally
make mention of several endeavours, of different scope and character, to
gain an overall view of the cult of Petal' of Korisa, in which the results of
various scientific disciplines were employed." The long history of the re-
search, which has yielded fruitful results, together with the new finds, have
rendered it possible to perceive the cult ofthe saint from Korisa more thor-
oughly than ever before. First of all, the issue in question is the possibility
to examine in greater detail the stages ofPetar's veneration as a saint, in the
light of chronology, the applied ascetic patterns, as well as the construction
phases of the monastery of Korisa.
The time and circumstances ofPetar's life and exploits are not known
to us on the basis of contemporary evidence preserved in sources, but on
the basis of the tradition written down by Teodosije of Chilandar almost a
century later. The other, rare, sources which also make mention ofthe mon-
astery of Korisa do not date earler than the 14th century. Of material evi-
dence, the remains of Petar's monastery have survived. At a distance of
about twenty kilometres from Prizren, it is situated in the almost inacces-
sible gorge of the Korisa river, at the foot of Mt Rusenica. The whole -
pp.209-229. Editions of the texts: T. JOBaHoBHh, )/{uiuuje Ileiiipa KOpUlUKOZ,
KlhH)KeBHa acropnja XII, 48 (1980), pp.635-681; T. Ilononnb, I1. Illnannjep,
3ajeOf-tUlfKa c.1yJIC6a ceeiuuu aUOCWO/lUMa Ileiiipy u Ilae.cy u ceeiuosc Ileiiipy
KOpUlUKO.M, Apxeorparpcxnnpunosn 9 (1987), pp.157-179. For the copies ofthe text,
see Il. Bornanoanh, I1HaeHwap hUpU.ICKUX pytcoiiuca y Iyiocnaeuiu (XI-XVII sexa),
Beorpan 1982, no. 1120, 1513; Id. Kazua.1Oz !WpU.1CKUX pytcoiiuca uanaciiiupa
Xunauoapa, Beorpan 1978, no. 479, 505, 544, 704, 792, 799.
8 The studies at issue are in press: T. Cy6onIH-I'orryriosnh, 0 oeeua C.1yJIC6a.Ma ceeiuou
Ileiupy KOpUlUKO,M in: Manaciiiup IJpHa Pujeica u ceeiuu Ileiuap KOpUlUKU; in most
recent times the writings devoted to Petar ofKorisa were chiefly investigated by I1.
Illnannjep, Ilponouoco »cuiiiu]« ceeiiioi Ileiiipa KOpUIUKOZ in:Manacrnp Ilpna Pnjexa
11 CBeTH Tlerap KOPI1111KI1; Ead. Ilua npennca nponourxor )KlfTl1ja cseror Ilcrpa
Kopmuxor, Apxeorparpcxn npunosn 19 (1997); Ead. Butiiuicxa ujeciua y JlCUluujy
ceeiiioi Ileiupa KOPUlUKOZ Teooocuja Xunauoapun, 26. Mehynaponna cacranax
CnaBI1CTa yByxoae nane, pp.9-14, September 1996; Ead. Ky.llu U
v
naciuana« c.'lyJIC6e
(in press). I warmly thank Tatjana Subotin-Golubovic and Irena Spadijer for letting
me use their studies before they have come out of press.
9 Jl. Ilasnomrh, Ky.iiuoeu .uiua KOO Cp6a u MaKCOOHalla, Cnenepeao 1965, pp.81-85;
P. Karnh, Manaciiiup ceeiuoi Ileiiipa KOPUlUKO?, EoroCJIOBJbe, year XXIX (XLIII),
nos. 1-2 (1985), pp.99-126; I. Sinkevic, St. Petal' Koriski and His Monastery, Serbian
Studies vo1.88, nos. 1-2 (1994), pp.105-117. The scientific conference devoted to
the Monastery of Crna Rijeka and St Petar of Korisa, held on 25-26 April 1996 in
Pristina, Zubin potok i Crna Reka, gave fresh impetus to the study of the cult of St
Petar of Korisa.
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whose main parts were coming into existence from the beginning of the
13th until the middle of the 14th century - consists of several caves, more
precisely caverns. These are natural recesses in cliffs up to 25 metres high,
approached by a narrow, rock-cut path, at a height of 8-10 m. In one of the
caves, known as Petar's hermitage, two layers offresco-paintings have sur-
vived, as well as the tomb of the holy hermit. The whole also comprises
considerable remains ofthe former monastic complex, including the church,
which also features fragments of the former wall-paintings. In a broader
sense, the shrine incorporates a rock-cut church as well, located about 200
m to the east of the monastery.
The chronology and course of events pose the main problem facing
all the researcher of the cult of Petal' of Korisa. Scholars have chiefly ac-
cepted the viewpoint outlined long ago that Teodosije concocted Petar s
Life sometime in the second decade of the 14th century, when he came to
Korisa from Athos at the invitation ofthe abba Grigorije. 10 In his own words,
he collected data about the life of the celebrated hermit from the inhabit-
ants "who receiveth them by ear from those monks who buried the holy
man and those who were with them." 11 It follows from this that two genera-
tions divided Teodosije from this event, that is, that Petal' of Korisa had
passed away much earlier than it was long believed in scholarship, approxi-
mately in the fourth or fifth decade of the 13th century. 12 The fact revealed
by the author that Petal' performed exploits on Mt Korisa for a long time,
and that he lived to a ripe old age;':' leads to the conclusion that he was
born, approximately, in the seventh or eighth decade of the 12th century,
and that he arrived at Korisa at the close of same century, or at the very
beginning of the ensuing one.
10 JKuzuujc Ileiupa KOPWilK02 ed. T. Jovanovic, p.649 (further: Lifey; translation:
JKuzuujc COCiU02 TleiupaKOPUZU/W2 ed . .o:. EOf):\aHoBHn, 1988, p.265 (further: transla-
tion). The question of the chronology of the appearance of Petar's Life was dis-
cussed by .0:. Kocruh, op. cit., pp. 371-382: on Teodosije of Chilandar and
hagiological-liturgical works written in the second decade of the 14th c., see .0:.
EOf):\aHoBHn in: Teonocnje, ){{uiuuja, pp.18-20.
II Life, p. 674; translation, p.288.
12 Contrary to former views, based on the insufficiently precise reading ofTeodosije's
text, on the basis of which Petar 's death was believed to have occurred in the late
13th century (Y.J. Djuric, op. cit., p.192: P. KaTITn, Manaciuup COCiU02 Ileiiipa
KOplllWW2, pp.113-115), this event has been recently advanced by several decades,
see I. Sinkevic, op. cit., pp.l 07. Such a view - accepted by most of the participants
ofthe scientific conference devoted to the Monastery ofCrna Rijeka and St Petal' of
Korisa - appeared in scholarship only after the translation of D. Bogdanovic, see
footnote 11.
13 Life, p.668; translation, p.282.
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The hagiographer's account of some particular episodes of Petars
life should also be treated with due caution. Since it was based on indi-
rectly obtained information, it is, in the main, difficult or impossible to
discern historically reliable facts from the epoch of Petal' of Korisa from
those belonging to Teodosije's time, the more so since the basic woof of his
narration includes general thematic motifs of Byzantine hagiography. Nev-
ertheless, there is no reason to doubt the truthfulness of the tradition ac-
cording to which Petar was born in the village ofUnjemir near Pee, where
he adopted the habit of a monk in the nearby church of St Petar. He made
his abode in a hut next to the church, having commenced his life as a monk
in the company of his sister, determined to follow him." His quick depar-
ture for Altin and settling down in the vicinity of the local church, also
dedicated to St Petal', could also belong to the real course of events. True,
this decision of Petar's has been interpreted by the customary tapas of as-
cetic literature - his wish to distance himself from his native land and fel-
low creatures, to live in seclusion, like the desert fathers. IS However, the
fact that, in spite of a strong urge, he still did not decide on complete with-
drawal, could be taken to be a remnant of the old monastic practice, regu-
lated by certain rules. According to it, life in idiorrhythmia must be pre-
ceded by a preparatory stage, which is life in a community. 16 Teodosije's
account ofthe events immediately following Petar 's final opting for radical
reclusion, is very interesting. Since in the name of total devotion to God he
renounced human laws, and left his sister to certain death, he looked for a
convenient setting and found one on Mt Korisa, hardly accessible and deso-
late. Teodosije depicts the outcrops of Mt Rusenica with an elevated feel-
14 Life, p.653; translation, p.268. The church of St Peter near Unjmir exists today.
The most recent study dealing with it, containing a list of all historical sources, was
written by E.Tonuh, llpxea Co.Ileiiipa KOO Yl-bc.lwpa, Crapnne Kocosa IX (1989-
1990), pp.5-32.
15 Life, p.653; translation, p.269. The sense and function of "living in seclusion"
were expanded on in the third Step of John's "Ladder of Paradise", CBeTl! JOBaH
JIecTBwIHIIK, Jleciiieuua, translated by D. Bogdanovic, Beograd 1963, pp.27-30.
16 Since the epoch of early monasticism, this practice was not identical in all parts of
the East Christian world. In Palestina, the period of living in a koinobion lasted for ten
or more years, after which the monk - of about thirty years of age - was considered to
be mature enough to live in a lavra, that is in a separated cell. In the monasteries of
Egypt and Syria, this time span was considerably shorter. These issues were dealth
with at length by 1. Patrich, Sabas, Leader ofPalestinian Monasticism. A Com-
parative Stud}' in Eastern Monasticism. Fourth to Seventh Centuries, Washington
D.C. 1995. pp.258-266 (with an exhaustive list of sources and literature).
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ing - which this landscape inspires even today - as "a place out of this
world, convenient for every exploit", and "a wonderful habitat, created by
God for recluses". 17 Apart from this, he decribes Petar's new dwelling place
in a more definite, topographically exact manner, as "a valley surrounded
by large rocks, riddled with caves". 18According to Teodosije, the first habitat
of the hermit was a barely accessible cave, situated in a high rock. Petar
climbed to it "with great trouble... gripping the rocks with his fingers". 19
The existence of the caves situated at the levelled sides of the rock to the
west ofPetar's present-day rock-cut hermitage, inaccessible nowadays and
therefore uninvestigated, would confirm that this testimony was not devoid
of real foundation.P The other cave, located at the foot of the rock and
easily approached, was inhabited by Petar, as was explicitely stated by
Teodosije, only after he had chased away a snake from it, aided by the Lord
and his envoy, the Archangel Michael. It was his first important victory
over demons, after a long period filled with great feats and severe tempta-
tion. An important fact for the understanding of the gradual formation of
the shrine in Korisa is contained in the claim that Petar, after the victory
gained, "began to venerate the snake's cave like God's church and a holy
place, having said, like Abraham, On the mount of the Lord it shall be
seen"." Teodosije makes mention of the same cave as a transfigured and
sanctified space once again, in a similar but less definite manner. When
Petar, after a new, even more difficult period of temptation finally drove
out demons and attained holy resignation, the cave was illuminated by the
miraculous radiation.F It is interesting, however, that the Life refers to Petar's
original cave again after the hermit had moved to the lower cave. Rocky
and inaccessible, it could serve him for praying, contemplation or perform-
ing exploits. This can be concluded from the claim that it was there where
17 Life, p.673; translation, pp.287-288. On Teodosije's idealized picture of monas-
tic ism, inspired by Mt Athos and embedded into the authentic setting, see D.
Bogdanovic, foreword in: Teonocnje, JKuzuuje C6elUOl Caee, Beorpan 1984, XXXI.
18 Life, p.656; translation, p.271. This description corresponds to the authentic am-
bience which has practically not changed to the present day: the hermitage in Korisa
is situated at a narrow plateau below a high cliff, between two gullies.
19 Life, p.656; translation, p.271.
20 P. KaTI1ft., Manaciuup ceeiiioi Ileiupa KOPUIu/Wl, p.106; M. Hnanonnh, Ceeiuu
Ileiuap KOpUUZKU in: 3a,I:\y)K6I1He Kocosa , p.17.
21 Life, p.660; translation, p.275.
22 Life, p.668; translation, p.282. The miraculous radiation of caves-hermitages is a
conventional device in ascetic literature; it is frequently encountered in pateriks.
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demons attacked him attempting to "push him from that high rock and break
onto the stonev.P If trustworthy, this testimony would confirm that Korisa
possessed attributes characterizing many anchoritic dwellings. It is an up-
per, as a rule hardly accessible cave, situated above the hermit's abode. The
most celebrated example of this, invested with special value, whose pur-
pose was explained by contemporary sources, is certainly the cave adapted
above the lower cell by Neophytos, a hermit from Cyprus. In his own word,
Neophytos ascended to this "higher sphere", which he called "Upper Sion",
by divine will and found shelter there, since the cave was inaccessible to
the multitudc.i"
Other caves, still existing in Korisa, are also mentioned in Petar 's
Life. They represent an important link in the attempt to establish the chro-
nology and course of events associated with the emergence of the cult. De-
scribing the closing period of Petar's life, Teodosije says that the recluse,
sensing his near end, consented to take in disciples who wanted to receive
guidance from him about the ascetic life, so that he ordered them to settle
down "in the caves below the rock opposite his own".25 Having in mind the
character of the locality, these dwellings could be identified as two spa-
cious caves situated in close proximity ofPetar's hermitage, to the east and
west of it,26 IfTeodosije is to be trusted, shortly after accepting his follow-
ers, Petar started to prepare himself for death. He therefore ordered his
disciples to "cut" him a grave - "in that rock in the stone cave in which he
lived until the end of his life"." In archaeological excavations a tomb was
uncovered at the far end of the cave (2.25 x 0.90 x 0.65 in dimensions).
Built of thin slabs and semi-dressed stone, it was originally paved with
mortar. At its bottom is a rock over which bricks were laid on a mortar
23 Life, p.662; translation, p.276.
24 For more details, see C. Galatariotou, The making ofa Saint. The life, times and
sanctification ofNeophytos the Recluse, Cambridge 1991, p.99 (with sources and
an exhaustive list of older literature); see also M-H. Congourdeau, L'enkleistra
dans les ecrits de Neophytes le Recluse in: Les Saints et leur Sanctuaire aByzance,
Textes, images et monuments, Paris 1993, pp.144-147. Upper cells existed above
the monastic habitats in Cappadocia, e.g. the well-investigated and documented
hermitage of the monk Symeon, L. Rodley, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine
Cappadocia, Cambridge 1985, pp.190-191 (with an exhaustive list of older litera-
ture).
25 Life, p.669; translation, p0283.
261)0 Bourxoanh, op. cit., p.93, ill. 3.
27 Life, p.669; translation, p02830
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foundation. The tomb was closed by a low stone lid with slanting sides, of
which only one segment has survived." The discovery of this tomb has not
only confirmed the identification of the cave as Petar's hermitage, but also
contributed to a more thorough comprehension of its function.
Petar's cave actually is a natural recess in the rock, of an irregular
oval shape. It measures 2.65 rn in width, 4 m in depth and over 4 m in
height. In its interior, it is possible to discern slight improvements and few
constructions, such as a shallow niche carved from rock. The main inter-
ventions are certainly directly connected with the painting of the cave. On
that occasion a callote was constructed, one part ofwhich was built, and the
other cut in the rock. The entrance to the cave was closed; only the imprints
of the former wall have survived on the floor, together with the traces of
mortar on the lateral sides of the rock, cut in such a manner that it was
possible to lean a wall on thern.??
The entire interior of the hermitage was painted. The oldest layer of
frescoes is well-known, thanks to the long-past, but nevertheless exhaus-
tive, study of VJ.Djuri6. Although partially preserved, the original
programme of the hermitage is brought into conformity with the sepul-
dual, that is memorial, purpose of this area. This is confirmed by the com-
position of an expanded Deesis placed in the uppper portions of the cave,
on the eastern side, on the place originally invested with the function of
bema. Apart from the customary protagonists, the Deesis also includes the
images ofthe Apostle Peter and the Archangel Michael. Since the former is
the namesake of Petar of Korisa, and the latter defeated demons with the
assistance ofthe celestial archistrategos, we are entitled to believe that these
personalities have the role ofmediators, that is the holy patrons ofthe ancho-
rite from Korisa. The second zone, beneath the painted arcades, features the
composition, today severely damaged, of a procession of archpriests, with
the figures turned in three-quarter profile, while the warrior-saints are de-
picted opposite them, also beneath the arcades. Of the original layer of
wall-paintings only the greately damaged portrait of a monk, painted in the
carved-in niche, has survived." The study of the iconographic and stylistic
features of this painting has shown that it, on the one hand, adheres to the
general tendencies of the anchoritic art of the East Christian world, while
28 O. Mapxosah, op. cit., pAll; see also 'E. 130WKOBHh, op. cit., p.91.
29 O. Mapxosnh, op. cit., ppA1 0-411; n. 130WKOBHh, I.e.
30 B.1.Bypah, Hajciuapuju JlCll60UllC, pp.1 74-179.
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on the other represents a valuable example of the concepts prevailant in
anchoritic cave communities, a number of which at one time existed in the
vicinity of Prizren and on the slopes of Mt Sara." These traits, with the
presence of inscriptions in two languages, Greek and Serbian - which date
the appearance offresco-painting to the epoch after the Bishopric ofPrizren
came under Serbian jurisdiction in 1219 - point to the conclusion that the
hermitage in Korisa may have been painted "in the third decade of the 13th
century, or perhaps some years later.r"
The reasons in favour of such a dating, especially those drawing on
the analysis of the wall-painting itself, have not lost their validity to the
present day; neither have they been refuted by some other, more convinc-
ing arguments." However, a more precise reading of Teodosije's Life, as
well as a more detailed consideration ofthe data contained in it, point to the
need to re-examine some conclusions accepted in scholarship. One of them
certainly is the question whether the wall-paintings in the hermitage were
created during Petar's lifetime, or to his order? It is of great significance
because it is connected with the problem of the function of the original
hermitage, and also the mechanism ofthe creation ofthe anchoritic settlemet
in Korisa.
It clearly follows from the course ofthe narration that Petar settled in
this cave after having chased a snake away from it, and, says Teodosije, he
lived there until "the end of his life". This claim is very important, because
it indicates that until his death the hermit used the cave as his dwellings, not
as a church. The frequently quoted statement that Petar, after his great vic-
tory, began to venerate this space as "God's church and a holy place", does
not necessarily imply that the cave was painted at that time, and transformed
into a place of worship.I" Well-preserved and thoroughly investigated enti-
31 Idem, p.195; rd. De fa nature de L' ancienne peinture serbe, p.154. An ample
survey of the painting that has survived in anchoritic shrines of the late Komnenan
period is presented by S. Tomekovic, Ermitage de Paphos: decors peints pour
Neophyte le Reclus in: Les Saints et leur sanctuaire a Byzance, pp.151-171 (with an
exhaustive bibliography).
32 BJ. nypIIh, Hajciiiapuiu JlCliGOUllC, p.192.
33 The opinion that the fresco-painting ofthe hermitage in Korisa came into being at
the end of the 13th century was expressed by P. KaTIIh, Manaciiiup CGC1U02 Ileiupa
KOplllUK02, pp.1 06-1 07 (starting from the earlier view claiming that only several
decades passed between Petar's death and Teodosije's arrival at Korisa).
34 This view was put forward by BJ. 'Eypnh, op. cit., p. I90, and then by other scholars as
well, see 11. CIIHKeBHh, op. cit., p.109. The opinion that the hermitage had the function of
a habitat until the end of Petar's life was first voiced by P. KaTHh, op. cit., pp. 114-115.
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ties of such a kind - for instance, the hermitages of St Neophytos in Paphos
or ofthe monk Symeon in Cappadocia - were, as a matter of fact, decorated
to the personal demand of their inhabitants, but the dwelling space was
distinctly separated from the Iiturgical, either physically, or by the icono-
graphic programme of fresco-paintings. 35 The intention to expand the con-
tent of the cave by sacral elements could have been put into practice at this
early stage by means of different and more modest accents: for example, by
a carved-in niche bearing an icon, or serving for lighting candles - and such
a niche exists in the hermitage in Korisa - or by an ordinary cross, carved in
rock. Such simple but telling details, which represent a common place of
cave anchoritic dwellings, can still be perceived in the caves on the slopes
of Mt Sara." Besides, in the light of the manner in which Teodosije typi-
fied Petar's ascetic character - making an effort to word the obtained infor-
mation by means of carefully chosen patterns - we do not gain the impres-
sion that during his lifetime the anchorite from Korisa took steps leading to
the "institutionalization" of his personality. Judging by known examples,
painting ofone's own hermitage represented such an initiative and frequently
a programme act - a preparation for the future cult. 37 By contrast, Petar
seems to have belonged to those ascetics who remained faithful to the idea
of an "escape from glory" to the last. 38 In that sense, it is characteristic that
his Life, which contains descriptions of unparalleled exploits, does not re-
fer to the fact that he performed miracles in his lifetime. Such properties,
apart from other divine signs, would place him into the category of "holy
men", which as a rule precedes sainthood." The fact that Petar decided to
35 For the hermitage ofSt Neophytos, see C. Mango, EJ. Hawkins, The Hermitage of
Saint Neophytos and its WallPaintings, DOP 20 (1966), pp.120-206; C. Galatariotou,
op. cit.., pp.128-146; C. TOMeKoBHh, op. cit., pp.152-156. On the hermitage of the
monk Symeon, see L. Rodley, op. cit., pp.189-193 (with older literature).
36 For instance, in the hermitages along the Matos stream, in Rusenica and ofCrkvena
Pecina in the ravine of the Vrbestica river. These monastic settlements, unfortu-
nately, have not been investigated or published. Basic information about some of
them were outlined by M. MBaHOBHh in: 3aoyJIC6uHc Kocoea,pp.489-490.
37 This question, on the occasion of the painting of the hermitage ofNeophytos of
Cyprus, is discussed by C. Galatariotou, op. cit.. , p.l38: pp.143-144, and M-H.
Congourdeau, op. cit.. , p.144.
38 see C. Galatariotou, op. cit.. , p.103 (with examples).
39 see P. Brown, The Rise and Function of the Holy Man in Late Antiquity in:
Society and the Holy in Late Antiquity, Berkeley-Los Angeles 1982, pp.l 03-152;
C. Galatariotou, op. cit.. , pp.116-126. This question was dealt with in great detail
by J. Patrich when discussing Sabas of Palestine, op. cit.. , pp.279-282.
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take in disciples very late - when he was beginning to prepare himself for
death - is also very indicative. Moreover, to their grief and protests, he
decided to "deliver his spirit to the Lord in solitude'i." Before dormition,
he dismissed the brethern and passed away alone, true to the tenet of the
utmost monastic self-denial." Finally, the type ofPetar's piety and his per-
sonal habits is perhaps best depicted by Teodosije when he recounts - from
the vantage point especially significant for our problem - the final period of
his life, filled with tranquillity he acquired with difficulty: " ... he was not
disturbed by any of perishable things of this world. He did not care either
for tilling the land or building a house, but he merrily rejoiced at God-made
caves and holes as ifthey were splendid palaces and, thanking the Lord, he
spent many of the remaining years in tranquility and joyv.f
To what extent Teodosijc's testimony can be considered authentic,
remains an open issue. The final answer can hardly be expected to be pro-
vided in the near future. However, it is common knolwledge Teodosije must
have had himself informed about Petar's life in the utmost detail - "from
the local population and many people from the vicinity", having explained
the reasons for the undertaken efforts: he wanted to put forward the ex-
ploits of the hermit from Korisa in a most precise manner, "like a tale ... so
that the good Life of the holy would not be retold as a dream or fablev."
That such a goal had been achieved within the established framework of
the genre, is confirmed by the material facts which can be checked today,
especially those relating to the disposition and function of several caves in
Korisa.
The outlined considerations should only be taken as an assumption
and suggestion that the problem should be dealt with more flexibly than
was the case up to the present time. Inother words, we should allow for the
possibility that a more resolute programme initiative, aimed at the creation
of the cult of the hermit from Korisa - implying construction works and
painting - came from his disciples in the early period ofthe anchoritic com-
munity, immediately after Petar's death. In view of the fact that in recent
40 Life, p.671; translation, p.285.
4\ Self-denial pursued by radical ascetcs in their lifetime frequently extended to
their hour of death, and was demonstrated in different ways - from the anonymous
tomb up to the radical demand that the body be not buried, see n. I10IIOBHh, Ky.ui:
tcpa.ua /JpazyiiiuHa - uouaxa Teotciuuciua in: Ceeiiiu Axunuie y Apunj», uciuopuia,
yMeiiiHocil1 (in press).
42 Life, p.668; translation, p.282.
43 Life, p.674; translation, p.288.
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times this event was dated to be earlier by two, not one, generations before
Teodosije, the former dating of the painting of the hermitage will not be
considerably altered. It could be only a decade or two earlier than was con-
sidered by VJ. Djuric- who himself, as a matter of fact, permitted such a
possibility. Personal touches, undoubtedly present in the programme of the
hermitage in Korisa - the images ofthe hermit's patrons, the Apostle Peter
and the Archangel Michael - could in that case only be explained by the
fact that before his death Petar passed on the tradition to his disciples, hav-
ing related them "everything about his life"."
The first stage of the emergence of Petar of Korisa's cult - the one
conciding with his life - is certainly most difficult to recognize. However,
we are entitled to infer the following: Having arrived at Mt Korisa some-
time at the very beginning of the 13th century, Petar the hermit introduced
important novelties to these regions. By merely living there, and by the
force of the exploits undertaken, he "sanctified" the desert with its cliffs
and caves, having transfigured it into the scene of battle and paradise, that
is, in the "desert" to the pattern ofthe desert fathers." Petar must have been
acquainted with these celebrated examples, for since his young days he
"studied holy books"." He must have therefore known that it was in the
caves - traditionally considered to be the space of utmost sacredness - that
the greatest performed their exploits - Anthony the Great, John Chrysostom,
or the famous Palestinian fathers, such as Sabas, Euthymios or John the
Hesychast,"? In his lifetime, the recluse certainly made use of at least two
caves in Korisa: apart from the upper, inaccessible, also the middle, lower,
which was his dwelling place. In all probability, he made some modifica-
tions in this cave, customary in spaces with the same purpose. Petar's order
that a tomb was to be prepared for him in the hermitage is of special signifi-
cance. By this act he also bode by the ancient practice ofthe eastern ancho-
rites, who, in order to be constantly "recalled of death", identified their
habitats with the place of eternal rest." These tombs, however, were also
the core around which the cult developed, and this was the case with Korisa.
44 Life, p.669; translation, p.284.
45 see A.J. Festugiere, Les moines d 'Orient I, Coulture ou Saintete, Paris 1961, p.28.
46 Life, p.651; translation, p.267.
47 AJ. Festuigere, op. cit.. , pp.43-45 and passim; numerous examples in: DJ. Chitty,
The Desert a City. An Introduction to the Study ofEgyptian andPalestinian Minasticism
under Christian Empire, Oxford 1966; 1. Patrich, OP. cit.., p.126 and passim.
48 Such examples are numerous. For Cappadocia, see L. Rodley, op. cit., p.118 (with
older literature); on tombs found in cave settlements in Bulgaria, A. XaHg)KMMCKM,
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Whether Petar, except for preparing a tomb for himself, also ordered that
the hermitage be painted, seems to be the question which for the time being
should remain open. What is certain is the fact that the hermit, by his per-
sonal example and in a specific milieu, carried out an important pattern of
the East-Christian piety, having placed the centre of its future flourishment
in this region. The reference from the liturgical book (pomenik) of Korisa,
that Petar was "the first ktetor" of this reputed monastery should be under-
stood in that sense."?
The next phase in the emergance of Peter of Korisa's cult begins
with his death - the event giving a decisive impetus to the veneration of
every saint. Teodosije describes Petar's dormition in accordace with the
requirements of the genre, established in the middle Byzantine period. 50 It
was followed by miraculous signs - inexpressable sweet singing and radi-
ance confirming the presence of an angel, but also the appearance of the
deceased recluse, who departed "with his face glowing brightly, thus
exibiting the purity and radiance of his soul";" The conclusive sign of the
divine mercy appeared, as is customary, some time after the funeral, when
Petar revealed himself as a saint. Although Teodosije touches very briefly
Oiiumenu 6 cxanax, COepHJl 1985, pp.8-12 and passim. The degree of importance at-
tached to the burial on the site ofexploits is revealed by several examples, such as that
of Peter of Artoa, whose body, after his death, was translated from a faraway place
and buried in the cave in which he had spent most of his life, see La Vita retractata et
les miracles posthumes de saint Pierre d'Arto a ed. A.A. Laurent. Subsidia
Hagiographiaca no.31, Paris 1958, pp.130-132. That this practice was pursued in the
late Byzantine period is confirmed by the example of Athanasios from Meteora, who
carved himself a tomb on the site of his exploit, see D.M. Nicol, Meteora. The Rock
Monasteries ofThessaly, London 1975, p.104. Such a practice, nevertheless, was not
customary in all parts ofthe Christian world. In the anchoritic communities ofPales-
tine, monks were not buried in their cells, but in a common grave, 1.Patrich op. cit..,
p.90. A similar custom existed in the settlements of the Kijevo-Pecherskaya Lavra:
underground cave labyrinths were used as burial sites only after monastic habitats had
been moved to the surface. Following the Athonite practice, these underground struc-
tures in some cases served as a charnel-house or chambers for treasuring relics, see T.
A. E06pOBCbKlIi1:, Ileuepu iuouacmupiKusea (IIyT'iBHHK no BMCTaBIJ;'i .Krin n'i,o:ceMHHi1:").
KHiB 1995, pp.7-8, 10. On the "recollection of death", as a form ofthe ascetic prac-
tice, see the sixth moral of the Ladder, pp.68-71; cf. Il. Ilonosah, op. cit. (mentioning
the instances of such a function of the tomb).
49 Archives of SANU no. 123,1.52 V; P. KaTHh, Ilouenu«, p.149.
50 D. Abrahamse, Rituals of Death in the Middle Byzantine Period, The Greek
Orthodox Theological Review, vol. 29. 29, No.2 (1984), pp.125-134.
51 Life, pp.671-672; translation, p.286.
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upon this event, it certainly evolved according to the established pattern:
miraculous signs are seen first, then the tomb opens and the relics from it
are raised after which, as a rule, they are transferred into a shrine.? Petar's
relics announced themselves by their sweet smell and miracle making - the
property from ancient times believed to be the chief confirmation of holi-
ness in the Orthodox world. 53 The repertoire of miracles mentioned by
Teodosije is standard: the relics healed diseases, "many different ailments",
and had the power of driving out "unclean spirits". 54
The early history of the hermit's relics attests to the high standing he
soon acquired in his surroundings. In Teodosije's time, they were already
dismembered and distributed - moreover, if his testimony is to be trusted,
the saint's head and limbs were taken away very quickly after his revela-
tion, "while still lying in the desert'i" Except for documentory value, for it
offers data about the condition of the relics confirmed by later sources as
well.l" this statement in itself is of great interest for the understanding of
beliefs and customs associated with the veneration of relics. The claim ac-
cording to which parts of Petar 's body "were taken by Christ-loving people
and transferred with great love and faith to Constantine's city, and some
parts were snatched and taken away by others", 57 is an invaluabe testimony,
52 see D:. ITorronnh, MOlUiTlU CGC1U02 Caee nn: CBeTH Casa y cpncxoj IICTOpIIjH II
rpannnaja (in press).
53 E. E. [OJIy6HHCKIIM, Hcmopusi KaHOHU3al{UU CGJtlnblX G pvcctcoii uepxeu, Mocxsa
1903, pp.27-28, pp.264-270; A.-M.M. Talbot, Faith Healing in Late Byzantium,
The Posthumous Miracles of the Patriarch Athanasios I of Constantinople by
Theoktistos the Stoudite, Brookline Massachusetts, 1983, pp.21-30 (with older lit-
erature); C. Galatariotou, op. cit.. pp.81-87 (with a bibliography).
54 Life, p.673; translation, p.287. On the types of miracles performed by saints, see
H.J. Magouilias, The Lives ofByzantine Saints as Sources ofDatafor the History
ofMagic in the Sixth and Seventh Century A.D.: Sorcery, Relics and Icons, Byzantion
T. XXXVII 1967 (1968), pp.228-269; E. Patlagean, Saintete et pouvoir in: The
Byzantine Saint ed. S. Hackel. Birmingham 1981, pp.88-!.15; a classification of
miracles based on the example of St Loukas of Stiris is presented by c.L. Connor,
Art and Miracles in Medieval Byzantium. The Crypt at Hosios Loukas and its Fres-
coes, Princeton 1991, pp. 93-100 (with older literature).
55 Life, p.673; translation, p.288. If taken literally, this statement of Teodosijes
would point to the conclusion that at the time immediately following Petar's revela-
tion, his hermitage was still not transformed into a church - for in that case this area
could not have been designated as a "desert".
56 The note in question dates from 1703, and is found in a manuscript ofthe monas-
tery of Crna Reka, see lb. CTojaHOBHft, Ciuapu CpUCKU sauucu U HalUUUCU, vol. 2,
Beograd 1903, no. 3230 (further in the text 3auucu U HalUUUCU).
57 Life, p.674; translation, p. 288.
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rare in Serbian hagiography, to the occurrence widespread in the Middle
Ages, denoted by the researchers by the term furta sacra - holy theft. 58 This
was motivated by a strong, empathic belief into the protective power ofthe
relics of saints. 59 From the theological viewpoint, it can be explained by the
belief held by early Christian theologians that the force of each, even the
smallest, particle of the saints' relics, remained undeminished.P''
Petar's revelation took place at the time when an anchoritic commu-
nity already existed around the hermitage in Korisa, founded by his dis-
ciples who lived in nearby caves. They continued the heritage oftheir teacher
practicing ascetic virtues and were certainly most meritorious for treasur-
ing the shrine in Korisa and spreading its reputation. What the interior or-
ganization ofthis community was like, what its status was within the Bishop-
ric ofPrizren, and were any works conducted for the needs of the cult in the
wider area of the hermitage - are the questions to which the sources do not
provide any answer. However, on the basis of present-day knowledge, it is
possible to gain at least a general view of the courses which the cult took
from Petar's revelation until Teodosije's arrival.
The degree of the cult's development and its content were seen in a
completely different light after it had been recently established that a Ser-
vice to Petar of Korisa had been written before Teodosije produced one. Its
'oldest copy has survived in Chilandar manuscript no.479. The service con-
tains several elements determining it as chronologically older than
Teodosije's composition. The first is the very title which discloses the ini-
tial stage of veneration, since Petar of Korisa is "attached to", that is, is
celebrated together with the Apostles Peter and Paul. Besides this, the
Chilandar service is of a simpler structure and comprises excerpts from
typika bearing on the manner in which liturgy is celebrated - this points to
the period ofthe still unsettled liturgical practice, typical of the pre-Jerusa-
58 PJ. Geary, Furta Sacra. Thefts ofRelics in the Central Middle Ages, Princeton
.1990.
59 see Y. Duval, Aupres des saints corps et erne. L 'inhumation" ad sanctos" dans la
chretiente d'Orient et d'Occident du IlIe au VIle siecle, Paris 1988,especially the
chapter "La sepultureet l'opitulatio sanctorum", pp. 171-200.
60 H. Delehaye, Les origines du culte des martyrs, Bruxelles 1927, especially pp.
53-80, 117-119; E.D. Hunt, The Traffic in Relics: Some Late Roman Evidence in:
Byzantine Saint, pp.179-180; see also the fundamental study of N. Herrmann-
Mascard, Les reliques des saints. Formation coutumiere d' un droit, Paris 1975,
pp.32-67.
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lem liturgical tradition.?' The study of its content has ascertained that the
service reflects the former, more directly perceived stage of the cult: clear
facts and cosy atmosphere, concrete narration and a series ofvivid episodes
about the healing powers and miracles of the saint from Korisa - are nota-
bly different from Teodosije's metaphorical expresion and poetic messages
of a more abstract content.62
The discovery that a service to Petar of Korisa was written approxi-
mately in the last third of the 13th century opens other questions as well.
Such a cult, already established, could not but exert some influence on the
monastic community itself, including its physical surroundings. Petar's
hermitage must have been the centre of the cult and the chief objective of
the pilgrims. Adapted and painted at an earlier period, it certainly repre-
sented "God's church" in the full sense of the word, which primarily had
cult and commemorative functions. However, that small space could hardly
satisfy all the needs of the monastic community, especially the regular, li-
turgical ones. It is therefore logical to assume that in this phase a church
may have been erected in Korisa, In the complex of the present-day monas-
tery there are some remains which could be indicative in this sense. Namely,
in the continuation of a narrow path, east of the hermitage, the space ex-
panding in the shape of a shallow rock shelter is occupied by the surviving
fragments of a structure. Of it, the eastern wall with a niche in the apse, a
part of the southern and trace of the western wall with the remains of the
lateral side ofthe entring aperture, have been preserved.f Former research-
ers were of the opinion that this structure was an integral part of the large
church built in the 14th century. However, its position and shape, as well as
the relation to the large church in terms of construction, give grounds for
the assumption that the building in question is a separate, chronologically
older structure. One fragment of the wall, found beneath the later edifice,
could perhaps be attributed to a possible earlier phase. In that case, it would
represent the trace of a substructure expanding the space below the eastern
structure and making it more accessible. In short, this eastern edifice could
61 T. Cy60THH-foJIy6oBIlft, 0 oaeMa cllyJIC6aJ,w ceeiuou Ileiupy KOpUUlKOM (in press).
At an earlier time, in the study of the jointservice to the Holy Apostles Petar and
Paul and St Petar of Korisa, it was supposed that it could be older than Teodosije's
in the liturgical sense, see T. ITonOBHft, 11. Illnannjep, op. cit.
6211. Illuannjep, Ky.ui: ceeiiiuiiie.ua Unaciuana« c'1yJIC6e (in press).
63 O. MapKOBHft, op. cit., p. 412, ill. 3.
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be an older church of small dimensions, subsequently incorporated into the
larger shrine, as its bema.?"
On the basis of what has been said above, a general picture of the
content of the cult and the degree of its development at this stage - mostly
belonging to the second half of the 13th century - could be reconstructed in
the following manner: at that time, the veneration ofthe hermit from Korisa
was of a local character, but had an already established form. True, Petar
still did not have a Long Life, but the main conditions for the practice of the
cult were created: the Service to him existed, a final composition designed
for the liturgical celebration, and the relics themselves, holy and miracu-
lous - the embodied manifestation of divine grace and, as such, the subject
of religious practice in the broadest sense of the word. At this stage, the cult
must have affected the physical shape and organization of the wider area
around the shrine in Korisa. Undoubtedly, in the time of Petar's disciples a
specific kind of the monastic colony was formed there - a community of
cave dwellings of the type appearing all over the Christian world - from
Palestine and Cappadocia, Russia and Georgia, up to Balkan lands and south
Italy/? Its purpose was identical, for Mt Korisa was already known as "holy"
64 In that case, whether this small eastern structure could be taken to be the bema
within the newly erected building, remains an open issue. In view of the gently
curved form of the eastern wall of the new church, we should not disregard the
possibility that it remained a separate part of the building, entered from the main
shrine. This question deserves further consideration, the more so since the spatial
relation of the altar and naos, resulting from the accepted reconstruction of the
ground plan, does not render possible the celebration of a normal service.
65 Y. Hirschfeld, The Judean Desert Monasteries in the Byzantine Period, New
Haven-London 1992; 1. Patrich, op. cit. (Palestine); L.Rodley, op. cit. - with an
exhaustive list of older literature (Cappadocia); T. X. l.{y6IIHallIBHJUI, Ileuiepnu.
uonacm.u.pu Ilaeuo-Tapeoxu, T6HJIliCCH 1948 (Georgia); the monastic settlements
of this type in the Kijevo-Pecherskaya Lavra were last discussed by T. A.
E06pOBCbKHM in his doctoral dissertation, Ileuepntuonacmuptu neuepne «epueumeo
(3 icmopuma xy.iwm.ypicepeanwoeiwnoeo Kueea, asroperpepar nnceprauu, KI{iB, 1995;
Id. K BOilOpOCy 0 musio.iozuu U oOmUpOGKe opeenepyccxux neuieptcux uonacmupeii,
POccHMcKaR apXeOJIOrIIR, ornensnaa OTTHCK, Mocxsa 1993, pp.122-129 (with older
literature); I am greatly indebted to my colleague Timur Bobrovskij for letting me
have the manuscript of his dissertation, unfortunately still not published.
AXaHg)KHMCKHM, op. cit. (Bulgaria); Vestigile rupestre din munui Buzaului, ed. C.
Stefan, Buzau 1980; E. Lupu, Observatii asupra vestigilor rupesre din zona
Carpatilor de Curbura. Mousaios Vo. IV Parte a II (1994), pp.17-33, with older
literature (the Carpathians); D. Nicol, op. cit.. (Meteora); A. Aa.~tTCPODAOD, H.
'AVUYWCJ1UKllCJ, B. KOVHj, M. AWV1CJlVll, A. Ilrxvonouz.oo, '0 ~LOVUXtCJ!l0CJ
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at the time of Teodosije's arrival." Taking into consideration the number
and disposition of the caves in Korisa, their mutual relation, as well as the
actual possibility that an older church existed, we can entertain the thought
that as regards its organization, the settlement in Korisa functioned as a
lavra/" That being the case, the well-known and widely spread pattern of
eastern cave-monasticism would be material ized here: around the cave ofa
renounced hermit, a settlement ofkelliotai was formed first, to have grown
in the next stage into a koinobion - a more complex cenobitic form of the
community.f
The next important phase of the cult began with Teodosije's arrival
at Korisa, at the invitation of the abba Grigorije, the former eikonomos of
Chilandar and the head ofthe monastic community in Korisa at that time. 69
At his persuasion, as he himself states, Tedosije undertook the writing of
Petar's life and, afterwards, a service to him. He put the obtained informa-
tion about the life and exploits of the hermit from Korisa into the
hagiographic framework, having described them with the help of the se-
lected formulae ofascetic literature. Starting from concrete, and, as it seems,
trustworthy details, he transposed the personality ofPetar of Korisa into a
model character, in all aspects of his life. On several occasions the
hagiographer himself highlights Petar's paragons: at the very beginning of
the Life he says that the hermit from Korisa "performed exploits in the last
generation, but not worse than the exceptional desert fathers"."? The Ser-
OT1lv I1£AOTtOVVYjO"o Ka't"a 1Yj I1£O"Yj pusavnvYj Tt£PlODOU, in: Trends in Ortho-
dox monasticism 9th-20th centuries, Athens 1996; pp.77-108 (the Peloponnese);
La civilitarupestre nel Mezzogiorno d'Italia: ricerce e problemi, ed. C.D. Fonseca,
Genova 1975 (south Italy).
66 This is explicitely stated by Teodosije, when he recounts how Petar climbed "to
the mountain called holy", Life, p.656; translation, p.271.
67 On lavra as a kind of a monastic community, but also its physical structure, J.
Patrich, op. cit.. , p.57, p.136.
68 This mechanism has been most thoroughly investigated on the example ofPales-
tine by J. Patrich, op. cit.. passim; for Mt Athos, see R. Morris, The Origins of
Athos in: Mount Athos and Byzantine Monasticism, London 1996, pp.37-46; this
patterm has been researched to a great detail in the case of St John of Rila and his
monastery, see H..IJ:yti'-IeB, PU.1CKuom Caemel{, COcPI1R 1947 (repr. 1990); for general
considerations, see D. Papachryssathou, La vie monastique dans les campagnes
byzantines du VlIle au Xle siecles, REB 43 (1973), pp.158-182.
69 On the identification of this personality and his status, see .IJ:.KOCTMh, op. cit.,
pp.371-372; P. KaTMh, Manaciiiup ceeiuoi IleiiipaKOpUlUKOi, pp.115-116 (with older
literature).
70 Life, p.649; translation, p.265.
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vice puts it even more precisely that Petar took his clue from "the life ofSt
Anthony full of good deeds"." In his work Teodosije indeed presents a
well-rounded picture of the "life and deed" of the hermit, which includes
all the prescribed stages and topoi. These are: of well-born parents, from
his early youth he displayed a tendency to the spiritual essence oflife, which
grows into the decision to withdraw from society and take monastic vows.
It is followed by the period spent in community, as preparation for greater
feats. They begin with his depature to the desert where the ascetic, undis-
turbed, strives to accomplish his goal - acquiring virtue and the contiuous
feeling of divine closeness. Those who endure the long struggle and over-
come many difficult temptations, achieve "divine-like perfection" and be-
come "angels of this earth". It is only at that moment that, guided by the
evangelical message about love towards his neighbours, the hermit is ready
to return amnong the people. As an old man he accepts followers and in-
structs them to the eremitic way of life, which in the end results in the
establishment of a monastic community. 72
Teodosije described not only Petar's life in its entirety, but also the
types of his exploits, employing the conventional topoi of ascetism. He
found them in original works: the Lives of saints, especially in the Life of
Anthony the Great, in the Apophtegms of the fathers and the Spiritual
Meadow of John Moschos, in the Ladder of Paradise of John Klimax, as
well as the literature of eastern pateriks. The line of Petar's exploits was
gradual and based on the triad of rejection, established in the Life of St
Anthony. These are the rejection of this world, overcoming lust, and, fi-
nally, defeating the demon of pride. 73 Thus Petar, after withdrawing from
people, first conquered his body, in the manner to a great degree resembling
the practice ofthe Egyptian and Palestinian, and especially the radical Syrian
fathers. He does not possess any assets - "he had nothing in the cave", and he
clads himself in "a coarse hair garment". 74 He embarks on an extraordinary
fast foIlowing the model of the so-called "grass-eaters" (Booxoi), 75 so that
71 Service, p.265.
72 On the stages of anchoritism, see lA. Festiguere, op. cit., pp.42-57; a very in-
structive discussion in Il, Bomancsnh, Ioean Jleciueusuuuc y eusaniuujctco] U CpUCKOj
«iuoceenociuu, Beorpan 1968,passim.
73 Vita et conversatio s.PN. Antonii, PG T XXVI, pp. 835-976. These stages of
temptation are regularly mentioned in pateriks, as a common place.
74 Life, p.656; translation, p.271; on dwelling and dressing of eastern anchorites,
see J. Patrich, op. cit: pp.210-220 (with sources and literature).
75 y. Hirschfeld, op. cit.., pp.213-222; J. Patrich, op. cit... pp.42-43 (with sources
and literature). On diet, as well as other aspects of anchoretic life in the Nitrean
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he lives not only without prepared food - "without any dish and lighting
smoke", but also "breadless", content with water and "wild plants"." The
manner of sleeping belongs to the same, radical models, forbidding lying:
therefore Petar "took little sleep sitting, leaning against a rock". 77 The issue
in question is a reliable method helping the ascetic to stand vigils - for "the
wakeful eye purifies the mind" - and to focus his attention on the thoughts
of God. 78 Petar 's standing all night long, his prostrations, "sweet tears",
prayers and singing psalms, also belonging to the unavoidable patterns of
the ascetic practice, were also aimed at the same goal.?? Teodosije's com-
ment on such exploits of his is very indicative. Although "in a way merci-
less, awkward and relentless" to his own body, the hermit from Korisa re-
mained "physically fit and tireless", like Anthony the Great, Sabas, and
many other rigorous herrnits.P
However, the chief temptation of the hermit from Korisa was his
battle with demons. According to ancient beliefs, they reside in surround-
ings similar to Petars dwelling - on inaccessible cliffs, in abysses and caves,
acting like living, active beings.f They expose Petar, like "the ancient,
great ascetics" to various attacks: they produce "a dreadful rattle ..... inspir-
ing great fear"; as to St Anthony, they appear "in the form ofvarious beasts"
desert, authentic testimonies were left by Rufinus, a presbyter from Aquileia, who
sojourned there atthe end ofthe 4th century, )Ku3Hb nycmb(HHb(X Om~(Oab,meopeuue
npeceumepa PycjJUHG, CBHTO-TpOlIl~Ka Cepriena Jlaspa 1898, (repr. 1990), p.27 and
passim.
76 Life, p.656; translation, p.271.
77 Life, p.656; translation, p.271. On the manner in which the monks slept in East-
Christian anchoritic communities, see 1. Patrich, op. cit.., p.221.
78 On the purpose of vigils, see Jleciiieuua, Step 20, pp.122-123. St Arsenios was
unsurpassed in this form of hardship. In one of his sayings he claims that the monk,
if anchorite, can do with only one hour of sleep, see Ilpeeeu UGiUepUK, Codma 1994,
p.26.
79 Life, p.656; translation, p.271. On these forms of ascetism, see ,IJ,. Bornanosnh,
Ceeiuu Ioeau Jleciueunuux, especially pp. 81-98; see also Jleciiieuua, passim; Ilpeeeu
uaiuepu«, passim.
80 Life, p.657; translation, p.272. The physical fitness and longevity of anchorites
seem to have been a widespread occurrence, see DJ. Chitty, op. cit.. passim.
81 On surroundings in which demons dwell and act, see A. J. Festugiere, op. cit.. ,
pp. 23-39; the topos of demons and their function in Byzantine hagiography was
discussed by E. Patlagean, Ancienne hagiographie byzantine et histoire socaile,
Annales. Economies, Societes, Civilisations, 23e Annee - No 1 (1968), especially
pp. 112-117. A dangerous, rocky landscape, very much resembling Petar's dwell-
ing place, was described by the presbyterian Rufin, when recounting about the abba
Pitirion, a disciple ofSt Antony, )Ku3Hb n.ycm.uutcux Om~(Oab,pp.72-73.
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or attempt to push the hermit from the rock, and "on rough stones they tore
at his body".82 Petar's struggle against demons takes a dramatic course and
his ascetism reaches its limits when the fiends expose him to "reveries".83
John Klimax describes such a state of consciousness as "being out of one's
mind" and "perceiving that which does not exist"; demons appear in the
visions accompanying it "conjuring up our next ofkin greaving or dying".84
Thus Petar, tormented by feelings of guilt, saw the sister abandoned by
him" With an enormous effort, the hermit from Korisa escaped the danger
of losing his mind - the peril looming over most radical anchorites.f This
occurred only after the "fierce struggle" in which he overcame the greatest
evil, the demon of pride. According to Teodosije, Petar achieved this vic-
tory with divine assistance - in conformity with the moral of the Ladder of
Paradise that "the proud can only be healed by God"." It was at that mo-
ment that his path of ascetism was completed and rounded, having been
crowned with the greatest reward - permanent inner tranquillity. 88
The content and achievements of Teodosije's Life do not only in-
clude the sublimation of Petar's character, but also that of the space in
which he performed feats. Although Petar was undoubtedly the one who
"discovered" Mt Korisa and "spiritualized" it by his exploits, it is to
Teodosije's merit that this setting was elevated to the level of universal
meaning and messages. By means of conventional topoi he described the
desert at the foot ofRusenica as paradise, a metaphor of man's natural state
before Adam's fall where he, like the hermit from Korisa, resided together
with beasts. Inaccessible cliffs with abysses and caves are invested with a
special meaning: from ancient times, they have been experienced as an area
holy by nature, a miraculous, divine creation, its very character inspiring to
82 The fact that more than one third of Petar's Life is devoted to the struggle with
demons is very telling, Life, pp.657-666; translation, pp.272-281.
83 Life, p.657; translation, p.272.
84 Jleciiieuua, p.30.
85 Life, pp.657-658; translation, p.273. Petar's inner struggle, from the psyshoanalytic
vantage point, is discussed by B. Jeporuh, op. cit.
86 See Il. Bornaaosnh, loean Jleciueuunux,pp.119-125. Sources registered the exist-
ence of special hospitals for anchorites who lost their mind because their way of
living. Such an institution existed in the Monastery ofTheodosios in Palestine, see
1. Patrich. op. cit .. p.293.
87 JIeciilauqa,Step 13, pp.131-137.
88 On tranquility as a mystic occurrence and its various aspects, see Il. Bornaaoanh,
Ioean Jleciueuunu«. pp.78-80.
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a great deed." Rocky peaks on which many celebrated hermits performed
exploits are designated in ascetic literature by the term "O"'rY]All", frequently
followed by the epithet ,,'aXElpOTCOt'rOC;", which means they were consid-
ered to be pillars "not made by hands". These sources refer to their inhabit-
ants as O"'rllAhllC;, like Niketas and Symeon from Cappadocia, Athanasios
from Latmos, Neophytes of Cyprus, or several hermits from Meteora.?" To
the words of his hagiographer, the recluse from Korisa belonged to the
most devout, and therefore the most venerated, category of hermits. In the
Life, as well as in the Service, his rock is explicitely compared to a pillar."
It is, at the same time, "the rock ofPetar's tomb". 92 In this fashion, through
the identification of the site of his exploits with that of the eternal rest, one
of the core ideas of eremitism was emphasized - living in eschatological
reality, that is, permanent living with Christ." This eschatological sense is
also present in some important poetic devices exploited by Teodosije in the
Service. There the desert in Korisa is compared not only to paradise and the
sky, but also to the city from which Petar observes "the celestial Jerusalem
on this earth'"?" This idea, one of the key ones in Teodosije's composition,
points to the utmost objective of eastern eremitism. It was achieved by St
Sabas ofPalestine who, according to the well-known and frequently quoted
testimony of Cyril of Skythopolis, transformed the desert into a city."
As previously emphasized, Teodosije's Service comprises patterns
reflecting the degree of the already formed cult, with the established con-
tent and liturgy. The Service to Petar ofKorisa, however, conveys an ex-
tremely important, concrete piece of information, contained in the troparion
89 see P. Boglioni, Pelerinage et religion populaire au Moyen Age, in: Wallfahrt
kennt keine Grenzen, Zerich 1984, p.70. These natural characteristics of anchoritic
settlements were discussed by C. Galataiotou, op. cit.. , pp.1 04-1 05; 1. Patrich, op.
cit.. p.7, ppAI-42 (with sources).
90 This category of saints, who, regarding the form of ascetism and its motivation,
belong to stylites, was singled out by H. Delehaye, Les Saints Stylites, Subsidia
Hagiografica 14, Bruxelles - Paris 1923. These examples, which are numerous, are
discussed by G.P. Schiemenz, Die Kapelle des Styliten Niketas in den Weinbergen
von Ortanisar, Jahrbuch del' osterreichischen Byzantinistik, 18 Bd. (1969), p. 254-
256 (with bibliography).
91 Life, p.656; translation, p.271; Service, p.216.
92 l.c.
93 see footnote 48.
94 Service, p.216, p.225, p.228, p.229.
95 1. Patrich, op. cit.. , p.353.
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of the ninth song: "On the gracious day, with the divine, holy and supreme
disciples, the celebration of your memory was established..."96 It was per-
ceived long ago that these verses would attest to the fact that the veneration
ofPetar's memory was established by the decision ofa church council. 97 It
was the last point of the gradual evolvement of his celebration which as-
sumed a customary course: the revelation and confirmation ofPetar's holi-
ness were accompanied by his increased veneration, then the first celebra-
tion compositions came into existence." These more direct and spontane-
ous expressions of the revelation of the saint, found in the older Chilandar
service, became superfluous after canonization, so that in Teodosije's work
they were replaced by messages ofa more universal nature."? It is common
knowledge that the gradual formation of a saint's cult is typical of Eastern
Christianity, Serbia included. A formal, council procedure of canonization
- from the 10th century lying in the foundation of the Roman Catholic
canonisatio - was registered in Byzantium as late as the last quarter of the
13th century. The information contained in the Service to Petar ofKorisa is
invaluable, for it represents rare evidence of the existence of such a prac-
tice among the Serbs. At the same time, it is an important contribution to
the understanding of the history of East-Christian canonization, the more
so since this question has still not been the subject of extensive scientific
treatment. 100
In all probability, Teodosije's activities in Korisa and the initiative of
the abba Grigorije were a well thought-out move, carried out with the sup-
port of the spiritual, as well as the secular, elite. By proclaiming a local
anchorite as saint, for the first time an extremely important monastic pat-
tern was realized in Serbia, according to the highest contemporary stan-
dards. It is an ascetic-stylite of the most rigorous mould, who in his own
time and surroundings repeats the exploits of his holy paragons. The sense
ofthe accomplished undertaking should be viewed in a wider context ofthe
epoch, namely the period of the first two decades of the 14th century. At
96 Service, p.227.
97 h. Tpnrpyaosah, Ciiiapacpiicxa 1{PK6e1-W iioesuja, 0 Cp6JbaKY, Beorpan 1970, p.80,
footnote 30.
98 On this issue see Jl. MlIpKOBHh, Yepuuueiee oeciioiiui Ciueduuui Jlasapeeuha Y pei:
ceetuuiiie.ua, EOrOCJIOBJhe year II, no. 3 (1927), pp.161-177; 'B. TpH¢YHOBlIh, op.
cit., pp.18-20.
99 II. Illnannjep, Ky.'1lTl ceeiliuiiie.ua U uaciiiauax CJ1yJIC6e (in press).
100 This problem was dealt with in the paper: JJ:. Ilononah, 0 naciuanxy «yniiia C6elU02
CUMeoua, in: Ciuetpan Hesuuea - ceeiiiu Cuueou uupoiuouueu, uciuopuja U upeoatee,
with the bibliography in f. 49 (in press).
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that time the Serbian state was summing up the results of its century-long
existence, celebrating it with a series of actions in the field of spiritual
culture and literary activity. It was a period of synthesis and a kind of"crown-
ing undertaking", when the introduction of new, and the codification of
existing hagiographic and hymnographic products marked the creation of
the new foundations of the cults of Serbian saints.'?' Petar of Korisa was
incorporated into this "council of the Serbian saints" - at the core of which
were "the holy two", the ruler-monk St Simeon and the head of the church
and patron of learning St Sava 102 - as a "new herm it" and "a martyr without
a sword", that is, the martyr of conscience. 103 He was the first Serbian na-
tional saint to perform a radical and complete ascetic exploit, having thus
set the uttermost spiritual parameter in local surroundings, very important
in the Middle Ages. 104 It is not circumstantial that he is the only Serbian
medieval saint who did not come from the ranks of secular or spiritual
dignitaries. A major part in imbuing this programme with meaning must
have belonged to Chilandar, to whose spiritual sphere both Teodosije and
the abba Grigorije belonged, and where the original patterns of eremitism
were omnipresent reality. As a matter of fact, the tie between the Athonite
monastery and Korisa was very close: these regions became a metochion of
Chilandar perhaps as early as the time of Stefan Nemanja, and it is certain
that they were a metochion ofChi Iandar from the epoch of King Milutin.l'"
The official canonization of Petar of Korisa and the importance ac-
quired by the cult had a direct impact on the spreading and growth of his
shrine. More extensive works were probably undertaken very soon, in all
likelihood in the time of the abba Grigorije. The construction of the new,
large church should be dated to this period.l'" A narrow area in front of the
101 J],. Bornanonnh, fore ward in: Teooocuie, )KHTllja, pp.18-23.
102 Idem, pp.22-23: I. Spadijer, op. cit..
103 These attributes ofPetar's are encountered in the Eulogy included in the closing
section ofthe Life: Life pp. 670-671; translation, p, 285. On martyrs of conscience,
see H. Delehaye, Sanctus, essai sur Ie culte des saints dans l 'antiquite, Bruxelles
1927, pp.l 09-113: see also B. 1.Eypnh, C.T~HpKoBlIn.B. Kopah, Ilehtca iuuupuiaptuuja,
Beorpan 1990, pp.160-161, f. 34 (with literature on this issue).
104 In Bulgaria, St John of Rila had a similar role and significance, see H. J],yi1 ' leB,
op. cit., p.l 00 and passim; the importance of these saints for society was discussed
by P.Brown, op. cit..
105P. Karah, Xu.uiuoapctca ueiuoxuia ceeiuoi Ileiupa KOpUZUK02, pp.217-223 (with a
list of sources and older literature).
106 Former researchers differently dated its erection - to the period from the 13th
until the 14th centuries, see O. Mapxosah, op. cit., p.411, f. 11.
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hermitage, at the place where the cliffvertically descends to the lower plat-
form, was expanded to that purpose, and supported by massive pillars and
arcades on which the south wall ofthe church reclined. Although only scanty
remains of this, once monumental, and certainly most significant object in
the entire complex, were uncovered in excavations, the ground plan and
outlines of the church could be at least partially reconstructed. Except for
the aforementioned east sturcture, the church must have had a naos and
narthex, and was probably barrel-vaulted. It was approached from the west,
by a long, covered staircase, partly carved in the rock, and partly built. In
such a disposition of space, Petar's hermitage became the parekklesion of
the large church.l''? Both buildings were decorated with new frescoes, of
which only fragments have survived to the present day. In the hermitage,
the original layer of paintings was covered with a new one, of which the
image of Christ the Ancient of Days was preserved in the calotte, parts of
the Divine Liturgy below it, and the zone featuring the portraits ofthe proph-
ets, depicted in opulent foliage. In the large church, there are still the re-
maining parts of the frescoes on the face of the rock formerly making its
northern wall. In the first zone, south of the entrance, is located a monu-
mental portrait of St Nicholas, with the warrior-saints and the figure of a
diacon behind him. In the second zone, except for the scene of the Raising
of Lazarus, several scenes from the cycle of the Virgin are preserved in the
eastern portion. 108 Former researchers roughly dated this more recent layer
of wall-paintings into the mid-14th century. Its programme and stylistic
characteristics would deserve, however, to be examined again, in a wider
perspective of the paintings fragmentary preserved in the anchoritic com-
munities around Prizren and on the territory of Metohija.l'"
107 Idem, ppAII-415, ill. 3,4.
108 The most exhaustive study on the earlier layer of wall-paintings still is P.
Jby6HHKOBHh,op. cit., pp.98-110; on the cycle ofthe Virgin,H. AHTHh-KoMHeHoBHh,
I.e. Some parts of more recent paintings were destroyed in 1933, having been re-
moved by two Russian painters-copyists who were looking for a portrait of St Petar
of Korisa, see M. JOBaHoBHh, l106000M iiuiuatea lW1UUX ciiiapuna, Xpaurhancxo p:eJIO,
year IV, no. 3 (CKOI1Jbe 1938), pp.216-217.
109 M.HBaHoBHh, HeKOJlUKO cpeOlb06eK06HUX ciioueuuxa Kopuuoce lope, pp.311-313
(on the wall-paintings in the so-called "Jelena's hermitage" next to the monastery of
Korisa); Id. in: 3aoyJIC6uHe Kocoea, 509-510 (the remains of wall-paintings in the
hermitage of St Nicholas near Prizren), p.395 (wall-paintings in the Belaje hermit-
age in the ravine ofthe Decanska Bistirca); ld. HCUOCHUl(e YbGpul1eUociiiauu CpUCKUX
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The built-up tomb, with the remains of skeletons found in situ, situ-
ated in the central part of the big church to the west of the entrance to the
hermitage, certainly represents an important component. Its conspicuous
position in the church has already led researchers to the conclusion that the
abba Grigorije may have been buried there. 110 Such a choice of buriel site,
since early Christian times known as the burial ad sanctos, next to a saint,
would in that case represent another, indirect but convincing evidence of
the veneration ofPetar and his high standing. III The status ofthe saint from
Korisa is nevertheless best perceived in the light of diplomatic material.
Thus we find out from Dusans charter to the Holy Archangles (1343) that
the newly erected church was dedicated to him. 111 The Serbian ruler him-
self, the Emperor Dusan with his family, came to pay respect to Petar's
relics. This was registered in the charter issued by him on 17 May 1355.
Moreover, in the sancion of this document he threatens the violators of its
terms with the curse not only of the Lord and the Mother ofGod, but also of
St Petar the hermit. 113
In the middle of the 14th century, ifnot earlier, the monastic commu-
nity in Korisa was certainly organized as a koinobion. This is confirmed by
the structures unearthed within the complex. To the north of the church, a
multi-storey edifice was erected between two high rocks, containing cells
for living and, perhaps, a refectory. The cave, formerly walled up, standing
next to the foot of the staircase to the north, was also used in that period.
Besides this, the space west of the staircase, which has not been
archaeologically investigated, was occupied by some buildings, perhaps
economic. The entire complex was encompassed by a massive wall which
uptcaeay cnuey petce Mupytue. cpeineoecxoene lbytiusci)«, Caonurreisa XIX (1987),
pp. 208-210.
110 O. MapKOBI1h, op. cit., pA13.
III D. Nicol, op. cit.., pp.51-98; see also 1. Herklotz, "Sepulcra" e "Monumenta"
del Medioevo, Studi sull ' arte sepolcrale in Italia, Roma 1985, pp.28-32.
112 By this charter, the church of St Petal', hermit and miracle-maker, is granted to
the use of the abba Grigorije in his lifetime, as a compensation for the new church
of St Petar - the shrine erected by Grigorije in the neighbouring village of Korisa
and presented to Dusan's endowment, the monastery of the Holy Archangels, see C.
HOBaKOBI1h, Saxoncxu ciiouenuuu, pA12. Grigorije's church is mentioned in Dusan's
general granting charter of 1348, which confirmed the metochion of the monastery
of Chilandar in this region - including, among other things, the church of St Petal'
together with the village of Korisa, Ibid. pA21
113 A. COJIOBjeB, op. cit.. , p.26, p.29.
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has only been partially preserved, in the west and south. 114 To o~r present
knowledge, the monastery reached its peak during the reign of King, that is
Emperor, Dusan. It was certainly well provided for materially, thanks to the
contributions of the pilgrims, as well as the estates presented for "one's
soul". One ofthese was "contributed and written down" by Dusan's feudatory
Tosoje.l'" In this epoch, the "desert" from the time ofPetar of Korisa obvi-
ously turned into the centre ofthe cult and a well-organized, wealthy mon-
astery, cared for by the most prominent members ofthe society ofthat time.
Finally, as the ultimate consequence of such a development, seen for many
times in eastern monasticism, the community from Korisa became the source
of the powerful spiritual influence. In the ravines ofthe nearby streams on
the slopes ofMt Sara, in the surroundings closely resembling the desert of
Korisa, a series of new anchoritic settlements emerged in the 14th cen-
tury.!" Their inhabitants practiced original ascetism, having before their
eyes, alongside the ancient paragons, the immediate example of Petar the
hermit.
***
The further development of the cult of Petar from Korisa evolved
simultaneously with the historical circumstances in Serbian lands. After its
ascent in the second half of the 13th and flourishment in the mid-14th cen-
tury, it was gradually reduced to local scope after the demise of the Empire
and the subsequent downfall ofthe Serbian state. The fate ofthe monastery
was certainly determined by the fact that after this period it ceased to be a
metochion of Chilandar.'!? The cult of Petar the hermit and his monastery
continued their existence in accordance with circumstances. In the second
half of the 16th century, after the restoration of the Patriarchate of Pee, the
community of Korisa experienced revival. Some smaller additions and re-
pairs were done in the monastic complex."! At that time, the pomenik of
Korisa, an important source for the history of the monastery, was copied
out. 119 This manuscript conveys a very important fact about the relics of St
Petar. It is found in the text about the act of the ablution ofthe relics making
114 O. MapKOBl1h, op. cit., ppA15-417.
115 A. COJIOBjeB, op. cit.. , p.27.
116 see f. 36.
117P. Karnh, Manaciuup ceeiuoi Ileiupa KOpUlUK02, p.119.
118 O. MapKOBl1h, op. cit., pA18.
119 see f. 49.
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mention of the obligatory readings and actions performed on that occasion.
It also contains the instruction that after the final act, "GOA\( Gb~WM.tIOTb tM
nOTlm8" ("they take water for their needs"), which points to its usage for
healing purposes. 120 The monastery of St Petar of Korisa persevered, trea-
suring its relics, under the extremely difficult circumstances of Ottoman
rule. When there were no conditions for the preservation of the relics, they
were hidden away into the much safer rock-cut monastery ofthe Holy Arch-
angels in Crna Reka. 121 The translation seems to have occurred at the close
ofthe 17th century, in the period ofgeneral turmoil caused by Austro-Turk-
ish war, when many Serbian monasteries were abandoned. Such a chronol-
ogy of the translation - differently determined in former scholarship - rests
on a notice from 1709 from the covers of a Menaion treasured in the mon-
astery ofCma Reka: that whoever misappropriated the book from the church
was threatened with the curse of the shrine's patron, but also that ofSt Petar
- which would mean that in the first decade of the 18th century the cult of
the hermit from Korisa had already been rooted in Crna Reka. 122
In the monastery of Crna Reka the relics of St Petar of Korisa com-
menced a new life, the details of which are yielded by a number of written
sources, as well as numerous traditions, written and oral. 123 Hence the rel-
ics had the same destiny as the bodies of other Serbian saints, which, as the
greatest national sanctity, were transferred before a danger, to safe places,
120 SANU Manuscript 123, 1. 11v; see B. MOllUIH, op.cit., p.154: on the ablution of
relics, see A.MaJIl~eB, 'lunv: iioipetieusi U netcomopux ocotientcusi U opeenusi
ueptcoenisi c/lYJIC6bi flpaGOc.WGHOU Kamo.1UJlCeCKOU Bocinonnoii uepxeu, Bepnnns
1898, pp.385-395.
121 Il.Bojoanh, Manaciuup Llpua Pujexa, I1pI1lliTI1Ha 1994 (with older literature). That
in the 17th century Crna Reka was considered to be a safe place is confirmed by the
fact that the relics of Stefan the First-Crowned had been treasured there for some
time before they were translated to Studenica in 1696, see 3auucu Unaiuiiucu. no.
2024.
122 3aCwcu U naiiuiucu., no. 7376. n. 13ojoBI1h drew attention to this note, op. cit.,
p.29. This fact was overlooked by R. Katie, who claimed that the translation of the
relics to Crna Reka took place in the second half of the 18th century, P. Karnh,
MaHGCl71up ceeiuoi Ileiupa KOpUlUK02, pp.121-126 (with the documented and, up to
now, most detailed recent history of the monastery of St Petar of Korisa).
123 These data from the 18th and 19th century, refer, as a rule, to the shrine for relics
- its manufacture or a gift presented ,,to the shrine", 3aUlICU II uaiuuucu., nos. 3230,
8651, 9311, 9314. The traditions relating to the translation of the relics to Crna
Reka and their working miracles were collected by Il.Eojonnh, O.C., pp.16-21 (with
older literature).
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where they were carefully treasured. However, there is almost no example
of the saints continuing the new life in the surroudings very much resem-
bling the former ones. In Crna Reka, Petar's relics found themselves again
in a "God-made cave", in a roadless and rocky "abode, wonderful for her-
mits". It is not accidental that this new monastery with its shrine became a
powerful and active hotbed of monasticism in our times. This occurrence,
which we, as contemporaries, are observing, or taking part in it, will be
treated by future researchers as one of the stages in the development of the
cult of the hermit from Korisa.
Transated by Radica Popovic
KYJITCBETOr IIETPA KOPllIIIKOr - ETAIIE PA3BOJA, OEPACIJ;ll
Pe3HMe
CBeTH Ilerap KOPHIlIKH je Haj3HaMeHHTHjH CpIICKH IIYCTHHO)KHTeJb cpernsera aexa, Y3
TO Hje~HHH KOjH je yBpIlITeH yCBeTHTeJbe. IIeTpoB CBeTaqKH nHK, o6nH~H HCIIOJbaBalha
Herane passoja lherOBor urrosatsa npencrasn.ajy nparouen H3BOp sa pasyxeaan.e
passoja xyrrrne npaxce HIIpHMeHe aCKeTCKHX oopasaua, He cano y cpemsosexoaaoj
Cp6HjH, aeh Hna IlIHpeM nonpysjyHCTOqHOr xpHIlIhaHCTBa. Kynr CB. Ilerpa Kopmnxor
ayrop pasuarpa KOMIIapaTHBHO, aa OCHOBy IIHcaHHX asaopa H MaTepHjanHHx
CBe~OqaHCTaBa. IIHcaHe ussope qHHe npocnasaa caCTaBH -nae Cn)')K6e H:lKH:THje Ilerpa
Kopamxor, ~HIInOMaTHqKa rpaba Hca-ryaann 3aIIHCH. 113y3eTHy ~OKYMeHTapHY
Bpe~HOCT sa H3yqaBalhe osor IIHTaaa HMajy MaTepHjanHH H3BOpH - OCTa~H xopnurxor
MaHaCTHpa KO~ IIpH3peHa. MaHaCTHp ce aanasn y TeIlIKO npncryna-moj xnncypn
KopHIlIKe pexe HIIpe~CTaBJba KOMIIneKC KOjH oriyxsara BHIlIe IIehHHa, MaHacTHp
cs.Ilerpa xao Hcycenny EorOpO~HqHHY ~PKBY. OBO CBeTHnHIlITe, BeOMa 3aHHMJbHBO
IIO CBOjHM rpa~HTeJbCKHM 06nH~HMa H)KHBOIIHCaHOM nporpavy, HCTOBpeMeHO je
je~HHCTBeHH IIpHMep aaaxopercxe sajennaue qHja cencropnja MO)Ke IIpaTHTH y lheHHM
rnaBHHM eranaua. Taj paasoj rexao je na cnenehn HaqHH:
Kpajexr 12. I1nI1 na caMOM IIOqeTKY 13. sexa y KOPI1IlIKY ropy IIpHCTI1raO je
Ilerap IIYCTI1HO)KI1TeJb, 11 y lheHI1M BpneTI1Ma rtpouaurao I1~eanHI1 aM6I1jeHT sa
IIO~BI1)KHI1qKYI )KI1BOT xojen je Te)K}IO. OH ce najnpe nO~BI13aBao y nexoj o~ BHCOKHX H
HeIIpI1CTYIIaqHI1X, na crora jOIlI ynex HeIiCTpa)KeHHX IIehI1Ha, na 611 ce uounuje, y
HapOqHTOM rpeuyrxy caor aCKeTCKor nyra, HaCTaHlIO yjennojo~ ~OlhHX, nanacnosaaroj
xao Ilerposa HCIIOCHH~a.Y OBOj nehI1HH-KemljI160paBI10 je ~o xpaja )KHBOTa, a HaKOH
CMpTH -nepoaarno nerne yxeraproj ~e~eHHjI113. sexa - ry je 11 caxpatsea, yrporiyKOjI1
ce Hno nanac canyaao. Bennxn yrnen KOjH je jOIlI sa )KllBOTa Ilerap crexao CBOjI1M
H3Y3eTHliM aCKeTCKI1M IIO~BI13I1Ma, xao Hnocaprna 3HaMelha CBeTI1TeJbCTBa, ~OBemI
cy no IIocTyIIHor crsapan.a n.eroaor xynra. YBpIlITelhY jenner cpncxor anaxoperc y
pen csernrersa cnrypao je sua-rajno nonpnnena OKonHOCT IlITO cyOBIi xpajesn HaKOH
1219. ~OIlImI IIO~ cpncxy BJlaCT, O~HOCHO nOA jypncnuxnajy cpncxor ermcxona y
Ilpnspeny. TaKaB TOK norahaja npecynno je yrnnao II na 06nI1KOBalhe xopmnxor
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CBeTHJIHIliTa. Herne rrpe):1 xpaj Ilerponor )KUBOTa UJIH O):lMaX HaKOH n.eroae CMpTH,
nycnnsaxosa xennja ):I0611JIa je )Kl1BOIIllC 11 113 cTaM6eHOr npenaaxeaa y CaKpaJIHH
npocrop, ):10K cy OKOJIHe nehnue HaCeJIHJIH ITeTpoBH CJIe):l6eHHll;J1. Y cnenehoj erann
paasoja - xoja 6HceMoma OKBHpHO onpenemrm y npyry rrOJIOBHHy 13.sexa - Kopnurxa
06HTeJb, caCBOjIlM neurrepasia rrOBe3aHHM CTa3aMa HMO)K):Ia MaJIOM QPKBOM HaMelbeHoj
60rOCJIy)Kelby, 6lIJIa je opraunsonana xao nanpa. Hseno CaKpaJIHO jesrpo, a yjenno H
QHJb 6pOjHlIX rrOKJIOHlILIKHX nocera, LIlIHlIJIe cy CBeTe H LIy):lOTBopHe MOIliTlI Ilerpa
nycnm.axa.O creneny H06JIHKy n.nxosor urrosan.a CBe):\O'-Ill crapnja CJIy)K6a xojy je,
KaKO cy TO nOKa3aJIa najaosnja ncrpaaoman.a, CBeTHTeJb ):I06IlO seh nerne y nocnenn.oj
LIeTBpTllHH 13.sexa.
HOBa II KJbyLIHa erana y ):\aJbeM passojy xyrrra, 361ma ce y npyroj ):IeQeHHjH
aapennor crcneha. Bopasax Teonocnja XHJIaH):\apQa y KOPIlIlIH, KOjIlrpetia CMaTpanl
npOMHIlIJbeHHM '-UlHOM H opraHH30BaHOM axuajou, IlMao je sa pe3yJITaT ca60pHO
yspnrretse Ilerpa Kopnurxor y caernren.e Il rmcarse HOBIlX npOCJIaBHIlX cacrasa -
)KIlTHja Il CJIy)K6e. Y lbHMa JIIIK Ilerpa nycran.axa 06mlKOBaH je npexa BpXyHCKIIM
06paCQHMa HCTOY.HoxpHllIhaHCKor OTllleJIHHIliTBa. To je aCKeTa-CTHJIIIT najxemher
KOBa, KOjH y CBOM speaeuy HnOLlHe6JbY nonasn.a nonnnr ApeBHIIx nycrmscxnx orana.
Csmcao osor LIlIHa rpetia carnenasarn y IlIHpHMOKBHpHMa enoxe, II TO pasnorin.a npse
nse neuennje 14. sexa, 06eJIe)KeHIIX HH30M CIIHTeTIILIKHX nonyxsara aa nnaay nyxosne
xynrype,Tana je "ca60py cpncxnx CBeTHX" npaxn.y-ren Hnpsa gOMahlI OTllleJIHlIK, "HOBII
nycnnsax.; HOB,BHCOK craryc xopamxor CBeTIITeJba nenocpenno ce 0):\pa3HO na gaJbH
pacr n.eroae 06HTeJbII. Herne y rpehoj lIJIlI LIeTBpToj geQeI-IIIjH 14.sexa OHa je, sanauuroa
rpannren.cxoa aKQHjoM, npersopeaa y MaHaCTUp onacau 3HgoBHMa, caHOBOM BeJIHKOM
QPKBOM rrocsehenon Ilerpy nYCTHHO)KJITeJbY, npocrpanna nocrpojersea sa craaosan.e
U gpynIM nparehaa 06jeKTlIMa. Ha BpXyHQy csor nocrojan,a, cpennaon 14. sexa,
MOHalllKa sajennnua y KOP1111IlI npepacna je y CHa)KaH MaHaCT11p KlIHOBIlTCKor rnna,
6JI11CKO nosesan ca XVlJIaH):\apoM, LIHjlI je MeTOX 6HO onpannje. IToKpoBHTeJbe je HMao
Meljy HajBlIIlII1M JIIIy.HOCTIIMa npscaae, 0 y.eMy caeno-ra 11 nocera xojy je nap )J;YllIaH ca
noponanou YLI11HIIO KOPIlIlI11 1355. ronnne. Y KOP1111IlI je, LlaKJIe, y npyroj rrOJIOBHHIl
14. sexa 3aoKpY)KeI-I H go xpaja cnponenen jenan Ba)KaH MOHalliKH 06pa3aQ,
ycnocrasrsen y ITaJIeCTllHII, a 3aTllMMI-IOrO nyra rrOHOBJbeH y HCTOY.HoxpIIllIhaHcKlIM
"CBeT11M ropana". Y TOM C~1HCJIY, KapaKTepHCTWlHO jell nenosan.e KOPIIIlIKOf
CBeTIIJIIIIlITa, xoje y 14. sexy no-ma-e na CHa)KHO spa-n: y CBOM OKpY)KelbY, rrogcTwlyhii
HaCTaHaK 6pOjHIIX, neurrepnnx IIace06HHa.
HaKOH nponacrn UapCTBa, a 3aTHM II cpncxe npxane, KyJIT CB. Ilerpa
Kopiuuxor CBOgH ce na JIOKaJIHC OKBIIpe II ucrpajana y CKJIaAY ca rrpHJIHKaMa rypcxe
oxynaunje. Cynelu: lIO cnoneaa-rxoj rpabn ami II IUIcaHIIM H3BOpm\Ia - Meljy KOjHI\Ia je
HapOy.IITO Ba)KaH KOPHlllKII rrOMCHIIK - KyJIT Ilerpa nYCTIlIIO)KIITeJba O)KIIBJbaBa y
II3BecHoj MepH HaKOH 06HOBe Ilehxe narpnjapumje y npyroj rrOJIOBIIHII 16. sexa. IToLl
npnrncxon OCMaHJIIIja, neposaruo xpajexr 17. croneha, KOPIllllKII MaHaCTIIp aaxmpea
MOlllTlIIlerpa rrYCTIIIIO)KIITeJba npenoce cey Ilpny Pexy.YOBOM nehnacxoxrxraaacmpy,
KOjII no CBOjIIM OCHOBHOllI OLjJIIIKaMa nonasn.a 06pa3aQ rrpB06IITHor Ilerposor
CBeTIIJIIIlllTa, xyrrr xopmuxor nYCTIIlbaKa AeJIOTBOpHO ceynpaxa.aaa cseno naurnx nana.
